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Canisius High School

An all boys Catholic, Jesuit college preparatory high 
school in Buffalo, NY 



Today we’ll discuss an overview of our implementation philosophy and how our program began. We’ll talk about what didn’t go so well, and what tools and apps we’ve come to rely on to create a positive 
classroom experience. We’ll conclude by giving an update on what we’re still tweaking with our program.



The Decision

• All day battery life 

• Airplay 

• iOS Management 
Capabilities

Awesome. Now to get people to use it in the classroom.




Early Adopters

Hesitant “Prove its”

Resisters

“Technostress” by Michelle M. Weil, Ph.D. and Larry D. Rosen, Ph.D.

When given new technology, individuals tend to fall into one of three categories. 


Your Early Adopters already know EXACTLY how they’d use the iPad with their students, and they’re begging you to start program as soon as possible. 


On the other side of the coin, there’s individuals that will actively resist any change to the classroom, and want to continue teaching their lessons the way they always have. Why fix something that isn’t 
broken?


Most teachers can see how an iPad can be a useful tool, but worry about whether it can truly be used effectively in the classroom. They’re your hesitant prove-its.



Early Adopters 10-15%

Hesitant “Prove its” 50-60%

Resisters 30-40%

“Technostress” by Michelle M. Weil, Ph.D. and Larry D. Rosen, Ph.D.

And there’s a surprising amount of resisters in this world. A growing amount of psychological research indicates that technophobia can not only decease work satisfaction, but actually lead to the 
development of anxiety and the manifestation of anxiety related physical disorders. As challenging as it may be to coax the resisters into a brave new technology enhanced classroom, it’s essential that they 
get a little extra care and consideration. 



Faculty First

• New position: Director of Academic Technology 

• Received iPads a semester before students 

• Professional Development requirement 

• Shared iPads available for class projects, not 
required



Classroom Equipment

• Projector + Apple TVs in every classroom 

• Password protected 

• Removal of Smartboards

The classrooms themselves changed a little bit. We installed. Apple TV’s - Essential for classroom management

Named after the room so they’re easily identifiable

Each AppleTV is password protected. Apple TV profile disseminates the password to authorized devices

Because teachers travel around the school teaching, we disseminate through Self Service so that teachers always have what they need.

Smartboards were no longer necessary and teachers begged us to remove them.



Planning for Students

• Student-focused iBook 

• Established a student Help Desk 

• Filtered internet, unrestricted iPads

I should also note that we made a conscious decision to not restrict student iPads. We had a lot of conversations about this decision. Part of the thought was that if students had an emotional investment in 
their iPad, they’d treat it with more care and keep track of it. We were using Jamf to manage our devices, and were heavily influenced by talk given at one of their Regional User Conferences, suggesting that 
when administering Apple products, one should manage with a carrot and not a stick. And back in 2012, we had far less sticks to use in Configuration Profiles




Software Driving Change

• App evaluation requirements 

• iBooks Author 

• eBackpack - Lowered printing 

• Casper Focus and Schoology

The Schoology Pilot was demoed at our back to school faculty meeting. An additional 35 teachers approached us asking to be included in the pilot because of the ease of use. Not only is it an easy piece of 
software to learn because it’s kind of like Facebook optimized for a School, but teachers noted that there it took several less steps to complete the same task in Schoology as compared to Moodle. Based on 
the adoption rate and feedback from teachers, our Administration moved the transition date up to January 2014.



Tech Leaders

• Stipend position 

• Lead at least one professional development 

• Provided feedback on any software/changes

If you’re not able to create a position like this, I’d encourage you to look into Apple’s “One Best Thing” series. Written by Apple Distinguished Educators, these iBooks are wonderful resources for teachers to 
get ideas on how to enrich their lessons with technology.



SAMR Model

Redefinition

Modification

Augmentation

Substitution

https://youtu.be/G3c0dVRzv3U 
https://youtu.be/W6j8soDYoaw 

Just having a device in the classroom is not enough. The SAMR model was developed by education researchers to convey how meaningfully a piece of technology is used in the classroom.


Substitution - Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with no functional change - Taking notes on an iPad instead of a piece of paper.

Augmentation – Tech acts as a direct substitute tool, with functional improvement - Reading a book in iBooks and being able to define words.

Modification – Tech allows for significant task redesign - Technology enabling collaboration, for example.

Redefinition - Tech allows for creation of new tasks that were previously inconceivable.


To help ease the anxiety of pushing for Redefinition, we created two Teacher Goals:

	 Do one thing you’ve always done, but this time use the iPads.

	 Do one thing you were not able to previously do, but can now that we have iPads.

https://youtu.be/G3c0dVRzv3U
https://youtu.be/W6j8soDYoaw


Evaluation

• Maybe we do need restrictions. 

• It’s OK for students to know more than teachers. 

• Parents need education and support too.



Freshman Restrictions

• Disallow iMessage and FaceTime 

• Prevented modifying the device name 

• Set Restrict App Usage to “Only Allow Some”

When we discussed implementing restrictions, we wanted to do so in a meaningful way. One of the mottos of our school is that we prepare students “for college, for life.” We’re not adequately preparing them 
for college if we heavily restrict their usage throughout all four years. But, we recognized that Freshman need a little more help managing distractions during class time. We disabled iMessage and FaceTime 
to prevent a flurry of alerts during classes.




If you choose to go this route, you have to whitelist system apps you want unhidden including Self Service, Mail, and Settings.

com.apple.CoreCDPUI.localSecretPrompt Must be allowed to allow proper sign in to iCloud and Google.

Similarly com.apple.webapp must be whitelisted for web clips to be available.






Tiered Restrictions

• Sophomores can request apps be added to the 
whitelist 

• Juniors and Seniors have no app restrictions

Just because we can restrict something, doesn’t mean we should.

Let’s take AirDrop for example. You’ll note that I said we restricted changing device names.







https://jssmut.weebly.com 

https://jssmut.weebly.com


https://jssmut.weebly.com 

The Mass Update Tool is available on the Mac App Store and can update several Computer, Mobile device, or user fields from a CSV file. In order to update the Device Name of Mobile Device records, I need 
a CSV where the first column is the serial number of the devices and the second column is the User’s full name, which is what I’d like to set the device name to.

https://jssmut.weebly.com




One thing that we do explicitly ban is VPNs. If I were to create a restrictions profile to hide VPNs on user devices, I’d have to know the name and bundle ID of each VPN app. Instead we employ a different 
management tactic. We have a Smart Device group that looks at App name, profile name, and provisioning profile names searching for the most common VPNs, as well as any app or profile with VPN in the 
title.



For the iPads that fell into this smart device group, we wanted to employ restrictions that students would notice, but would not hinder their academic usage of the device. To determine what non-educational 
apps students enjoyed the most, we searched Jamf Pro.












Stolen iPads

• Activation lock 

• Establish an “iPad Recovery” pre-stage 
enrollment 

• Restrictions profile created for this group

What if the iPad is legitimately taken? 

	 -Activation lock prevents re-use if we don’t know the password/bypass code. What if it’s when a student leaves on not great terms? Can we do anything to recover the iPad then?

	 -The first time this happened to us, I had recently watched the DEFCON talk “Pwned By The Owner: What Happens When You Steal A Hacker's Computer.” Zoz was able to recover his computer 
because he was able to remotely control the device. Had the device been erased or bricked in another way, he would not have recovered it.

	 -Allowed student to re-enroll device and just set every restriction possible, hid all apps except Mail and Safari, and set the content filter to only be able to reach major email providers. Device was still 
obtaining an IP and could be reported/investigated. The device lost all of it’s value to the student 

	 -We’ve thankfully only needed to use this policy one other time. 



The vast majority of iPads reported as “lost” are actually just misplaced in the building. We leveraged the lock screen message configuration profile to assist teachers in determining which iPads left in the 
room belonged to which students.


Sometimes though, we don’t want automatic management.




Take the case of Tinder for example. Tinder’s terms of service require you to be 18 years old. For a while, the app was actually fairly popular with high school students. Our Administration didn’t want to 
enforce any additional restrictions. Instead, they wanted the opportunity to have a discussion and counsel students. We created a Smart device group looking for devices with the Tinder app installed. We 
leveraged the send email notifications on membership change. This setting is customizable for each user. For instances like this, our Dean of Students is ultimately who needs to receive these notifications if a 
student installs the app. In order to set this setting, a User has to have edit access for mobile device groups. This level of access isn’t appropriate for our Dean of Students. So we created a standard user 
account for him in our Jamf Pro with a password we managed, enabled these settings on his account, and logged out.



I suspect most IT departments in education had at least a minor headache with the release of Fortnite. We didn’t want to ban the social experience, but game play during classes became disruptive. We 
banned Fortnite within our web content filter, allowing students to continue playing the game with their friends at home.



Student Apple IDs

• Self-created 

• Required to use school email address 

• User based VPP content assignment



https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT210156 

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT210156










Classes are not automatically made available after ASM integration is completed.





https://github.com/franton/Add-JSS-User-to-Group 

One evening on Slack, a couple of us were discussing this issue. And like what occasionally happens on Slack, I woke up the next morning to a solution. Richard Purves wrote a script that Add’s a Jamf Pro 
user to a user group based on CSV script. If the user group does not exist, the script creates it for you. The script is available on Richard’s github linked on screen. Though these groups are not dynamically 
updated based on SIS enrollment, it eliminates most of the headaches for our Help Desk since after the first week of classes, it’s unlikely a student will switch courses even if he may switch sections of the 
course.


One tip that comes from experience: If you will be using user based assignment, create one static user group as an Exclusionary group. Add this to the exclusion scope of all of your User Content. For 
troubleshooting purposes, or licensing purposes, you may need to delete a user. Users cannot be deleted from Jamf Pro if they have currently assigned content.


https://github.com/franton/Add-JSS-User-to-Group

https://github.com/franton/Add-JSS-User-to-Group


https://www.jamf.com/jamf-nation/third-party-products/248/sis-importer

The sync between my SIS and Apple School Manager manages the roll over of classes in Apple School Manager. But, I still need to delete the classes in Jamf Pro at the end of the year. I don’t fancy deleting 
500 classes by hand, so I use the SIS importer that Jamf initially created before Apple School Manager’s existence.


https://www.jamf.com/jamf-nation/third-party-products/248/sis-importer


Our Apple Classroom set-up leverages the classes created by the sync between Apple School Manager and our SIS to pre-populate teachers’ classes with the students they teach. Though unmanaged 
classes can be set-up by the teacher, SIS integration saves teachers time and frustration. Let’s see what that looks like for teachers.




Question written by Eric Amodeo



https://support.schoology.com/hc/en-us/articles/221493728 

The linked Schoology support articles gives an idea of other question types you can use. Here a student is asked to complete the circuit with different highlighter colors. Note that their additional questions 
types can still be auto graded so students receive instant feedback.

https://support.schoology.com/hc/en-us/articles/221493728




If your LMS also does not use Automatic Assessment Configuration, you’re welcome to look into a browser based solution like Respondus Lockdown Browser which includes these features itself. Our 
teachers choose question types such that they are either not concerned about these features being enabled, or they structure their use of these assessments so that they’re more for student self evaluation.



Schoolwork

• Uses the same class set-up as 
Apple Classroom* 

• Student Progress must be 
enabled in Apple School 
Manager 

• Students and Teachers must 
used Managed Apple IDs

In order to view student progress, Student Progress must be enabled on the Accounts page of Apple School Manager. Since Schoolwork saves documents in iCloud Drive, students and teachers must both 
be logged into iCloud with their Managed Apple IDs. 





https://www.apple.com/education/docs/getting-started-with-schoolwork.pdf
https://www.apple.com/education/teaching-tools/ 

There’s a handful of apps that are compatible with Schoolwork currently.

Two apps that our teachers and students love have drove us to pilot schoolwork last Semester. 

Quizlet let’s teachers share flashcard decks with students. It also supports students collaboratively creating flashcard decks of their own. Kahoot! Gamifies the classroom or your homework, making quizzing 
to confirm understanding fun. More information about Schoolwork can be found at the Apple resource links on screen.

https://www.apple.com/education/docs/getting-started-with-schoolwork.pdf
https://www.apple.com/education/teaching-tools/


Sometimes, the role of an IT department is to help match a Classroom need to the right software. In conjunction with our Director of Academic technology, we’re always on the lookout for apps that can 
enhance the classroom experience. He will evaluate and decide whether or not to demo them for teachers. 


One example would be the use if EDUcreations interactive whiteboard app which helps teachers record lessons in support of a flipped classroom. Let’s take a brief look at an example of one of these from my 
colleague, Cathy Pitek, an art teacher in the building.


By create her lecture in EDUcreations and assigning it as homework, she’s now freed up her class time to help students focus on their techniques.



In order to better prepare Freshman students for day 1 of classes, we’ve created a course in our LMS that they are required to complete just as students are required to complete summer reading. It covers an 
overview of the technology and apps that we use at Canisius. Though I’m unable to show this course today, as it has not been proved by our administration, it’s structure is based off of a professional 
development course that my colleague, Eric Amodeo, created for our teachers. Each topic area has a lesson, as well either a quiz or an assignment submission to demonstrate understanding. This program 
will launch August 1st.



Change is good!

• Yearly evaluation 

• Continuing teacher professional development 

• Redefined curriculum 

• Opened door for other technologies 

In the Ignation spirit of reflect, every June we evaluate technology in the classroom and our iPad model. We do our best to complete this evaluation in context to the SAMR model. How many classes that use 
technology do so meaningfully? What do we need to do to get more classes closes to Redefinition? A lot of this evolution lies in continued professional development and teacher coaching.




What’s Next?

• Renovated classrooms 

• Transitioning digital citizenship offerings to online 
course 

• Managed Apple IDs 

• Why not apply same principles to student lab 
machines?

(https://github.com/kc9wwh/MakeMeAdminPy)



Questions?

• Slide Link: https://bit.ly/2S83cds 

• Feedback Link: bit.ly/psumac2019-377  

• Contact me: 

• Email: lewandowski@canisiushigh.org 

• Slack: @lewandowski

https://bit.ly/2S83cds
http://bit.ly/psumac2019-377
mailto:lewandowski@canisiushigh.org



